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Oavid W. Owen
Town Man')(Jer
Town of Wolfeboro
Main Street
Wolfeboro, Nil

Dave Owen [wolftwnmgr@metrocast.net}

Dear David,

.-'
Northeast Cotlaboretlve Architects, LlC (NeA) is pleased to submit a proposal to
review the various phasing options as outlined In your June 23rd Request for the
Revised Proposalfor Evaluating Alternative Approaches to Renovating Brewster
Memorial Hall. We understand that the town of Wolfeboro is no longer seeking bond
referendum approval for the town tlall improvements, but is now contemplating
seeking funds through annual warrant appropriations and will phase the project Into
discrete tasks that will be done over a number of years rather than all at once. This
approach comes with a cost penalty in that the contractors will have to remobilize for
every phase and there will be an extra premium fcc for both start up and closeout of
each of the phases....but at least the desperately needed work will get done.

NCAproposes to charge a $5,000 stipulated sum to analyze the town's various
phasing options and to create a matrix of next steps to insure that the project phasing
gets done in both a practical and expeditious manner. We will have to approach our
bidding packages in an entirely different manner then as in a conventional project.
Additionally we will also review the new options for phasing with consideratlon for best
construction practices along with minimal inconvenience to town hall staff.

Moving forward there remains a missing component (the mechanical engineering
design work with the associated architectural coordination) that must be completed in
before the set is put out to bid. You mCJYrecall that our original cost savings concept
(utilized leading up to the bond issue) was to take the Mechanical engineering package
out of our set and to have the Construction Manager's (CM) mechanical engineering
subs generate the design work that they were to ultimately Install. This design build
concept, in retrospect, did not work since the town couldn't guarantee relmbursement
of the efforts to the CMunless the project moved forward. As a result CCl's bids were
2/3 hard take off numbers with a bid allowance for mechanical design....that cannot
work in a phasedoption and it becomes imperative for our team to both design and
develop the mechanical engineering package through CD's. This of course is adding to
the project costs, but we feel it is necessary In order to develop the separate bid
packages and to have the project come out a coordinated whole.

NCA's analysis will create a schedule matrix with the associated design costs for the
phased projects. The parameters include:

1) The cost to complete the CD's for the entire project. The Pricing set is
currently missing mechanical engineering drawings with the associated
architectural coordination.
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2) The development of a time line for the phased elements along with
construction timetable concept.
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3) The creation of separate phased bid packages as' outlined in your letter.

We require a retainer of $2,500 and we anticipate the phase analysis will take
approximately two months from your authorization to begin. We have included 2
meetings (one by conference call and one in person) with you, Mr. Houseman and CCI.

We look forward to beginning yet another chapter on this important project.

Best Regards,~er~ Accepted,

John K. Grosvenor, AlA, Partner David Owen
Town Manager

Jeffrey Dale Biarico, AlA
Managing Partner

CC: Holly Grosvenor, AlA, LEEPAP, Associate


